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Structure of lengenbachite: A high-resolution transmission electron microscope study
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AssrRAcr
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction have been
used to examine the structure of lengenbachite, of approximate composition
PbuAso(Ag,Cu)rS,r.
The structure deducedconsistsof a semicommensurateintergrowth of
a pseudotetragonallayer (Q, a shearedfour-atom-thick { 100} PbS-like slice, and a slightly
distorted five-atom-thick pseudo-orthohexagonal{ I I I } MrS3 slice (O). Both layer types
contain Pb and As atoms in cation sites, giving layer stoichiometries of T : (Pb,As)oSo
and O : (As,Pb)rS..The structure is in agreementwith the cell geometriesand compositions proposed by earlier workers. The relationships with the structures ofcylindrite and
"franckeites" are also discussed.

INrnooucrroN
Lengenbachite,-PbuAso(Ag,Cu)rS,r,from its only
known occurrenceat Binntal in the SwissDolomites, was
describedby Solly (1905). Subsequently,severalworkers
(Nuffield, 1944;Nowacki, 1968;E. Makovicky and E. S.
Leonardsen,in Makovicky and Hyde, l98l) have attempted X-ray structure determinations, but with little
success.The mineral is layered, with a perfect {100}
cleavage,and is relatively malleable;thesepropertiesrender specimen preparation for single-crystal work extremely difficult and for powder examination probably
impossible. In addition to this problem, the crystals are
heavily twinned, obscuring the true value of the angle B,
and considerablestackingdisorder has also beenreported
(E. Makovicky and E. S. Leonardsen,in Makovicky and
Hyde, 1981). The geometric crystallographicdata of Makovicky and Leonardsen are summarized in Table l.
Thesedata indicate that the structure consistsof two layers, a pseudotetragonal(but triclinic) layer T, alternating
with a pseudo-orthohexagonallayer, O (also triclinic).1
The common interlayer parametersb and c aresemicomm e n s u r a b l e3,b o : 2 b , : 1 1 . 6 8A a n d l 2 c , : l l c o :
70.16A, thus definingthe common mesh and hencethe
true cell (l) of Table l, as the twoJayer-pair repeat and
common stacking directions give common parameters4
: 18.45A for the three cells.A schematicillustration of
the real-space(100) unit mesh for the subcellsis given in
Figure 1. This sort of semicommensuratematch is very
t Presentaddress:AnorganischeChemischesInstitut, Universitiit der Ziirich, 8057 Ziirich, Switzerland.
'Note a differencein notation: Makovicky and Hyde (1981)
suggested11 to indicate a pseudohexagonallayer type. For consistencywith the earlier electron-microscopestudy of cylindrite
and franckeite (Williams and Hyde, 1988; see also Otero-Diaz
et al., 1985), we retain the O : orthohexagonalnotation used
by them.
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similar to those in the layered Pb-Sn-Sb-Fe-S minerals
cylindrite and the "franckeites," which have recently been
successfully studied by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (Hnrer'r) (Williams and Hyde, 1988).
Considering the apparent structural similarities between these three families of sulfosalt minerals and the
results obtained from the study ofcylindrite and franckeite, an HRrEM study of lengenbachite seemed to be
worthwhile. A preliminary account of this work was presented at the 14th IUCr meeting in August 1987.
ExpBnrnaBNTAL DETATLS
Bladelike crystal fragmentsof lengenbachiteabout 5-10 mm
in length were kindly provided by the Naturhistorisches Museum, Bern, and the British Museum (Natural History) @M
87133). They were preparedfor examination in the electron microscopein two ways. For the [00] zone, i.e., normal to the
layering,the cleavagewas utilized to facilitate ultrasonicallyfragmenting the material in alcohol, and a drop of the resulting suspension was placed on a standard holey-carbon specimen-support grid. For the other principal zones[0 I 0] and [00 I ], oriented
thin sectionswere milled with an Ar-ion beam to electrontransparency.
For the [00] zone fragments, a JEoL200cx electron microscopefitted with a high-resolutiondouble-tilt top-entry stage(C"
: 1.2 mm) was used.The ion-milled sampleswere examined in
a Philips rrurl:or ("twin") machine equipped with a side-entry
double-tilt stage(C : 2.0 mm) and operated at 300 kV. The
point-to-point resolutionsand optimum (Scherzer)defoci ofthe
two machinesin the above configurationswere 2.49 A and -670
A, and 2.35 A and - 770 A for the rror and Philips instruments,
respectively.Simulation of high-resolution images of the [010]
zone axis was performed by the conventional multislice method,
using local programs based on routines by G. R. Anstis (pers.
comm.). Arrays of 5I2 x 32 points (7281 "beams") were used
in the calculation of Fourier coefficientsand the multislice iteration. The slice thicknesswas 2.5 A, and imageswere calculated
for foils from l0 to 50 A in thicknessin l0-A increments at foci
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TABLE1. Unit-cellparametersfor lengenbachite(from E. Makovickyand E. S. Leonardsen,in Makovickyand Hyde,
1981)
Cell type
T

o
t

a (A)

D(A)

18.45
1 84 5
1 84 5

5.84
3.90
11.68

c(A)
c.oc

6.38
7 0 . 16

":A0
90.0
90.0
90.0

bo

r(')
91.01
91.01
91.01

calculatedfrom Huchinson
Note; Cell contents Pb,ooAs,ro(Ag,Cu)@S3so,
(1907).Parametersare listedfor the subcells,pseudotetragonalI, pseudoorthohexagonal O, and the true cell, t, respectively.Other X-ray studies
have given a' : 2a:37.0 A, and B : 92.5'(Nowacki,1968)or P : 94'
(Nuffield,1944).

from -100 to -1000 A in 1OO-Asteps.The experimentaland
calculatedimageswere compared visually. A number of Z-layer
modifications varying from PbSlike to a SnS(layeredstructure)
type were tried. The metal sites of the 7 and O layers were
occupiedeither by Pb (?"layer) and As (O layer) or by mixed Pb
and As in both layers (contrast the Bi and Pb occupancyofthe
structurally related layers in cannizzaite; Matzat, 1979).

Rnsur,rs
Electron-diffraction patterns from the [00] zone (Fig.
2a) graphically illustrate the intralayer matching of the
two subcells,which is indeed both perfect and fixed at
the valuesnoted above.No variation in the matching was
observedin any of the fragmentsexamined.
In many-beamimages(Fig.2b),the I1.68- and 70.16-A
true cell periods can be seen,as well as flner detail with
a separationcorrespondingto half the c parameterof the
O subcell, 4.2 L. However, imagesof layered structures
normal to the layers are generally not directly interpretable (i.e., by assuming that the image contrast simply
reflectsthe projectedatomic structure-commonly known
approximation) if the layas the projected-charge-density
ers are semi- or incommensurable,as moir6 interference
results. In this case, the use of computer-simulation
methodsmay alsobe of limited usefulness(see,e.9.,Holladayand Eyring.1986).
Unfortunately, the [001] zone is also unfavorable for
structure determination, owing to the long-period c match:
a one-unit-cell-thick foil is -70 A tnlct and henceprobably not interpretable using current electron-optical theories. As can be seenbelow, there is a further complication in this orientation, owing to comrgation of the layers.
Nevertheless,a simplistic interpretation of the lattice image in Figure 3b suggeststhat the layers are straight in
the b direction, and also the layer-pairrepeat of -18.5
A is clearly visible. High-quality imagescould not be obtained from this zone, and there is evidencethat the samples were damaged during the thinning process,as the
image quality deterioratestoward the thin edge.The selected-area diffraction pattern (Fig. 3a) illustrates the
match of the 2br to 3bo subcells.
The [010] zone (parallel with the layers) is the most
informative section. A measure of how much information there is can be seenin the complex diffraction pattern of Figure 4a, which is indexed using the cellsofTable

c oc T
of the unit meshesfor the
representation
Fig. 1. Schematic
in
Z (heavylines)and O (light lines)subcellsof lengenbachite
the common(100)plane.Both subcellsarecentered.

l. Many-beam images(Fig. ab) directly show the layering
and show furthermore that the layers are not flat but
smoothly corrugated by a +0.8-A displacementparallel
with a and with a wavelengthof I = 35 A, corresponding
to half the true cell repeat in the c direction. Similar corrugation, though not nearly so well developed, has also
been observedin lattice imagesof cylindrite and "franckeite" (Williams and Hyde, 1988),as well as some layered
nonsulfide minerals such as antigorite (Thomas et al.,
1978). Figure 5 shows the extensive microtwinning on
the { 100} plane reported by the earlier workers, and with
the exception of thinning-induced damage,no other alterations, such as the stacking disorder reported by Makovicky and konardson (in Makovicky and Hyde, l98l),
were seen.A trial structure was deducedfrom the earlier
X-ray data of Makovicky and Leonardson,the electronoptical data, and the presumedrelationshipsbetweenthis
structure and those ofcylindrite and the franckeites.The
trial structureconsistsof two layer types, which alternate
in the a direction. One is a slightly distorted (l I l) PbSlike slab, two octahedra-thick (*2O") or five atomic layers thick, that contains (As,Pb)oSu:the pseudo-orthohexagonalO layer. The other is a sheared(100) slab like
the layers of PbS or SnS (hertzenbergite)(four atomic
layersthick): the pseudotetragonalTlayer ("17").'zIn the
common (100) plane, the subcell b and c parametersare
semicommensurable.Ifthe layerswere derived from perfect archetypes,with br/cr: 1.0 and bo/co: l/13 x l/
1.732, i.e., a perfectly tetragonal T layer and a perfectly
hexagonal Olayer, the layerswould be incommensurable
in both interlayer directions, since br/bo : \/2, and c,/
c": r,/Q/3). However, neither layer type is derived from
a perfect PbS parent structure; in the real structure these
ratios are slightly altered and so becomeintegral: br/bo:
3/2 and cr/co: ll/12.
The layer stoichiometries are l2Pb,uS'u(7" layer) and
l lAs,rS,* (O layer),giving a compositionPb,nrAs'.rSrno,
the
almost iso-electronicwith Pb'ro(AgruCuro)AsrroSrqo,
formula calculatedfrom the analysisof Huchinson (1907).
2 SnScanbe considered
to be derivedfrom a perfectPbSor
NaCl archetypemainly by slip or shearof alternateslabstwo
atomiclayersthick and parallelto [101]."..In this respect,the
is layered,but that of PbSis
structureof SnS(hertzenbergite)
not.
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Fig. 2. (a) Selected-areaelectron-difraction pattern from the [100] zone of lengenbachite.Reflections correspondingto the
pseudotetragonal(7) and pseudo-orthohexagonal(O) subcellsand the true cell (l) are indicated, although in such a structure the
"subcell" reflections do not exist as such and appear as intense true-cell reflections. (b) A high-resolution image from the [00]
zone, with the true cell outlined and enlarged.
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Fig. 3. Electron-diffraction pattern (a) and lattice image (b) from the [001] zone. Samplesin this orientation were prepared by
Ar-ion-beam milling the appropriate thin sectionsof singlecrystals.The difraction pattem showsthe layer rcpeata: 18.45 A and
a perfect 2:3 subcellb match. Broad fringesin the image correspondto apparentlyflat layers with an - 18.45-A separation.Disorder
in the [00 I ] zone imagesincreasestoward the thin edgeof the foil and hence probably results from the thinning process.

Fig. 4. (a) Complex electron-diffraction pattern from the [0 I 0]
zone,indexed using the three cells T, O, atrd /. Strongreflections
from the 18.45-A-thick layer pair with weaker intermediate reflections (*) suggestssome compositional ordering (cf. the a :
37 A variant reported by Nowacki, 1968); these weaker reflections were observedto a greater or lesserdegreein all the diffraction pAttems from this zone. (b) [010] zone axis high-reso-

lution image and inset calculatedimage for a foil 20 A thick at
the optimum (Scherzer)defocus.The periodic layer comrgation
is readily seen.The calculatedimage and hencethe experimental
image also are efectively structureimages,i.e., dark regionscorrespond to high projected atomic potential. For comparison, a
drawing of the structure usedin the image calculationsis shown
inset.
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Fig. 5. [010] zone-axislattice imagesshowing the high density of twin planes frequently encounteredin lengenbachite.(a)
The light and dark gray bands are twins of each sort, with image
contrast resulting from slight misorientation ofone or the other
twin owing to the angle ^y.The inset shows the twinning (two
twin planeshave arrows) at high magnification, near to the-thin
edgeof the foil. Short lines show the mirror-related OJayer ori-
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entations in the twins. Emission X-ray analysesobtained in the
transmission microscope showed no compositional difference
betweenthe twinned and untwinned regions.(b) Isolated (p) and
a group (q) of twins in "normal" material (r) are indicated. Twinning in this mineral occurson the (100) cleavageplane as a result
oftwo energeticallysimilar but divergent layer-stackingarrangements.
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The structural model, refined by comparison of structural
imagesand computed imagesproduced by the multislice
method, is shown in Figure 6. A full list of the atomic
coordinatesis available.3
DrscussroN
The best match betweenthe experimental structure image of Figure 4b, which was taken from a very thin part
of the crystal at closeto the optimum defocussetting,and
calculated imageswas achieved by using a slightly sheared
SnS-like T layer, rather than the perfect (i.e., PbS- or
NaCl-like) layer tried initially. With the thin foils used in
the image calculations, very little variation of images with
the foil thickness over the range of l0 to 50 A was expected, and this was observed in practice. Variation of
the focus parameter was found to have a large effect on
the resulting images.
Our attempts to determine the degreeof As-Pb mixing
in the layers (and such mixing almost certainly occurs in
this mineral) from the image-simulation results were
equivocal. The calculated image of Figure 4b assumed
pure PbS llayers and AsrS, O layers.The use of a model
structure v/rth 20o/oof the l-layer cation sites occupied
at random by As, and 300/oof the OJayer cation sites
occupiedby Pb (thus correspondingapproximately to the
Pb-Bi mixing in cannizzaite;Matzat, 1979) resulted in
visually similar contrast for the two sorts of layers.Also,
the proposed model has layers that are uniformly comrgated by a sinusoidal function, displacing all the atoms
normal to the (100) plane. Although the resulting computed images are visually similar to those obtained experimentally, there remains some doubt as to the accuracy or uniformity of the comrgation function. These
aspectsof the structure refinement must await images of
higher quality, including a through-focusseriesof images
from the samecrystal, and the detailed processingof suitable structure images to allow refinement of the comrgation and local layer structures.
The double-layer structure of lengenbachiteclearly relates the mineral to the Pb-Sn-basedsulfosaltscylindrite
and franckeite and, to a slightly lesserdegree,to cannizzarite. The cylindrite structure comprises two layers, essentially isostructuralwith those in lengenbachitebut half
the thickness (Makovicky, 1974, 1976), a PbS-rich slab
Itwo atomic layers thick (lT) and an O slab one octahedron thick (lO) (thc latter slab similar to a slice of
SnSr). "Franckeite" forms a broad (chemical) solid-solution seriesbased primarily on Pb'?*-Sn2+substitution
(Moh, 1984, I 986),and the family alsocomprisesincaite
(Makovicky, 1974, 1976) and the more recently discovered potosiite (Wolf et al., l98l) as well. Although there
has been some doubt about the structures of various

TO
Oneunit cellis shown
Fig.6. Trial structurefor lengenbachite.
to the simulatedstructure
in the [010]projection,corresponding
imagein Fig. 4. Layertype I contains(Pb,As)at y : 0 (open)
andy : Yz(filled)andS at y : 7e(open)andy :3/a (filled).Layer
typeO contains(As,Pb)(largecircles)and S (smallcircles)at y
: 0, Vt,2h(open)and '/a,'/,,% (filled).

franckeites,it now seemsclear that they possessthe same
crystal lattices and similar, semi- or incommensurable
subcells(Mozgovaetal.,1976;,Williams and Hyde, 1988).
High-resolution electron microscopy has recently shown
(Williams and Hyde, 1988) that franckeite of typical
composition has a one-octahedron-thick(l O) O slab similar to that in cylindrite, whereasthe Zlayer is a structure
four atomic layers thick (27), almost isostructural with
that suggestedhere for lengenbachite,but of approximately (Pb,Sn)Scomposition. In cannizzaite, approxian O layer that is nearly isostructural
mately Pbo6Bi5oS,27,
with that in lengenbachitealternates with a lT layer1'
however, the layers are rotated through zrl4 from their
relative orientationsin the other mineralsdescribedabove
3 A copy of the atomic coordinatesmay be ordered as Docu(Matzat, 1979). A three-octahedra (i.e., seven-atomicment AM-88-390 from the BusinessOfrce, Mineralogical Solayers-thick)
O-layer (3O) synthetic carrrizzarite variant
ciety of America, 1625 I Street, N.W., Suite 414, Washington,
reported(Graham et al., 1953;Makovicky
has
also
been
D.C. 20006, U.S.A. Pleaseremit $5.00 in advancefor the microfiche.
and Hyde, l98l). Togetherthesecomplex minerals,which
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cover an interesting and varied composition range, yet
whoseunderlying structural principles are simple, form a
homologousserieswith cylindrite, lT:lO, as one end
member. The other known structures arc cannizzaite,
lT:2O, the synthetic cannizzarile variant, lT:3O,
"franckeites," 2T : I O, and lengenbachite, 2T :2O.
Clearly, further refinement of the lengenbachitestructure requires data, particularly nnreu images, of higher
resolution than those obtained to date. In particular, the
rolesof Ag and Cu, essentialsyntheticconstituents(Riisch
and Hellner, 1959),are not yet fully understood,although
they are consideredto be associatedwith the interlayer
bonding and the comrgation. Further Hnrev work on this
mineral is in progressto attempt to clarify the roles of
Ag and Cu.
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